
Tips for Parents by Susie Kohl 

Responding to Children’s Need for Attention  
ILL YOU WATCH ME?” a four-year-old boy asks as he fits bristle blocks together. 

He’s not asking me to play or even to talk. He just wants me to sit down and 

appreciate his actions. Remember yelling “Watch this!” when you attempted a 

summersault or tried pumping high on a swing? An accepting gaze fills a child’s budding sense 

of self with vital nutrition to strengthen and grow. It also helps us to tune in to the skills our child 

is developing. Sometimes we aren’t aware of how much practice goes into creating a Lego build-  

ing or swinging one’s body from one bar to the next on a 

jungle gym. 

However, if I start inserting correction into his building plans, 

the flow of positive support can be impeded, like a light being 

dimmed. As an example, research shows that 90 percent of  

the children who play sports would like their parents to attend 

their games. Those same players report feeling deflated when 

parents call out plays or criticisms from the stands. How for-

tunate the child who can count on his parents to simply watch 

him approvingly from the stands, however tense the game 

may get.   

I’m delighted that this little boy can put his need for attention into words. Children unwittingly 

learn so many techniques for pulling adult energy in ways that elicit our negative responses—

throwing tantrums, deliberately breaking rules—when they crave attention. We want to nurture 

their ability to ask for what they need.  

When children are busy (often building new skills), our tendency is to tiptoe away and get some-

thing done. We may also hold back involvement, fearing that demands for attention will be insa-

tiable. It can feel that way. It’s helpful to let children know when we are free to give them our 

full attention and be clear about the times when we need to concentrate on something else. Chil-

dren are more likely to respect our boundaries when we have to turn our attention to a phone call 

or to a work task if we remember to give them our full attention regularly. 
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